
AP Environmental Science Summer Assignment 2019-2020 
Mr. Miller and Mrs. Praesel 

Please complete the assignments below for the first day of school. Please e-mail 
cmiller@eccrsd.us or lpraesel@eccrsd.us if you have any questions about the 
assignments or about the course in general. 

I. The Tragedy of the Commons

Environmental Science is an interdisciplinary science, which incorporates aspects of
economics, politics, ethics, and philosophy into our understanding of scientific topics.  
For example, an answer to the question of whether or not to drill for oil in a specific area 
would include both scientific and non-scientific arguments.  Scientifically, we could 
examine the oil itself and how it exists in the earth, or the impact that the drilling might 
create on the ecosystem, or the possible impact on local water quality as a result of the 
drilling.  But, we also should examine the economic benefits that drilling for oil provides, 
or the political influence of capturing domestic energy resources.  As an introduction to 
the course and the logic required for examining many environmental issues, I would like 
you to read “The Tragedy of the Commons,” which can be found using the link below. 

http://www.garretthardinsociety.org/articles/art_tragedy_of_the_commons.html 

The Tragedy of the Commons is a famous environmental and philosophical essay, 
written in 1968 by Garrett Hardin. In the essay, Hardin makes a number of thought 
provoking arguments about how human nature influences the impact of a population on 
the environment. Please read the essay thoughtfully and reflect on the message being 
presented by the author.  After reading the essay, write paragraph responses to each of the 
questions below.  The responses should be printed and submitted on the first day of 
school. 

1) In his first few paragraphs, Garrett Hardin states that there are a class of problems
for which there is no technical solution. What does he mean by a technical
solution, and what are some examples other than nuclear warfare (his example)
that might fit this class?

2) The author references a population problem throughout the essay.  What is the
population problem he is referring to? What issues might be created by this
population problem?

3) To address the question “what shall we maximize?” Hardin gives examples of
conflicting variables such as the greatest number vs. the greatest good,
maintenance calories vs. work calories, and individual decision vs. common
good.  Discuss how one of these pairs relates to the population problem.

4) The section entitled “Tragedy of Freedom in a Commons” lays out the concept on
which the essay is titled.  What is a “commons”, and how does it end in tragedy?
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Give an example of something that may be a “commons” that is not discussed in 
the essay and explain how it could be abused.   

5) The author uses the quote “the morality of an act is a function of the state of the
system at the time it is performed” to argue that laws which expressly prohibit
certain behaviors in all situations may not be optimal. He gives a bison hunter,
trash burning, and cars without smog control as examples (note that the essay was
written in 1968).  Why might these or other environmental infractions not be
equally offensive in all “systems?”

6) Beginning in the section “Freedom to Breed is Intolerable” and continuing through
the end of the essay, the author discusses the issue of human reproduction and
population growth.  He believes that continuing to allow all humans the right to
breed in whatever numbers they choose will lead to a tragic end.  Do you believe
that humans around the world should have the freedom to reproduce as they
choose, or should government have some input in how many children are ideal for
a given family?  Discuss the ethical arguments that could be made on either side.

7) Assuming the government decided to enact a program that coerced citizens to
reproduce less (as the author would be in favor of), what might be a reasonable
law?  Would the policy be enforceable? Do you think a policy like this could
work?

8) In a later publication, this author argued against sending emergency food aid to
places around the world experiencing famine, stating that it only exacerbated the
problem.  He believed that sending aid allowed these populations to continue to
grow larger, even though they had already surpassed their sustainable population
size.  This in turn would only lead to further reliance on aid and an intensification
of the problem.  What do you think about this argument? Does the argument make
logical sense? Is it ethically justifiable?
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II. Current Events

Find three articles from the last year that relate to environmental issues. Topics may include, but 
are not limited to the following: 

• Climate change
• Energy sources
• Human population growth
• Air quality
• Water quality

• Soil quality
• Biodiversity/Ecology
• Food production/safety
• Human impacts on the environment

Summarize the article and for each issue identify and explain potential preventative or remedial 
actions that could be taken to resolve or minimize the issue discussed. The proposed actions 
should be feasible (write-up should include a discussion on feasibility). Each write-up should be 
at least 400 words. Articles should be from a creditable and reliable source. 
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